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FOREWORD 
This volume is coming out as the Proceedings of the twelfth Winter 
School on abstract analysis, held at Srni in the Bohemian Weald from 
the 15th till the 29th of January, 1984. The papers published here 
are the contents of the lectures delivered there (with the exception 
of that of prof. Kesel'man). Unluckily, it is not quite faithful 
picture of the lectures heldat the School: many nice ones and some 
series of these are missing, having not been shaped into papers by 
their authors. Also the open problems presented at the School have 
remained still unrecorded. 
We thank all the participants of the School who took part in its 
scientific work especially to those, who presented lectures and 
problems there. We owe another thank to those, who have sent their 
contribution to this Proceedings. 
We acknowledge with pleasure our indebtedness to the Faculty of 
Mathematics and Physics of the Charles University of Prague for or-
ganizing the Winter School, to the Mathematical Institute of the 
Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences and to the Union of Czechoslovak 
Mathematicians and Physicists for helpful cooperation, as well as 
to Circolo Matematico di Palermo for publishing this volume. 
We are also obliged to those who have helped us to organize this 
scientific meeting and to publish this Proceedings, namely to prof. 
Benedetto Bongiorno. 
The organizing board 
of the 12th Winter School 
